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Aims of today’s session: 

• To outline the importance of reading in school and at home

• How we read

• What we read – Manland’s Book Spines 

• To explain our approach to teaching reading at Manland

• To walk you through reading lessons in Year 2 and KS2

• Share useful resource

• Questions?



Phonics 
at Manland
The phonics program we follow at Manland is ‘Little Wandle Letters
and Sounds’. Children start this in Reception, continuing into Year 1. 

Phonics starts the ‘reading engine’ – gets the word-reading motor going.  
Learning the sound/spelling correspondences enables children to decode. 

In Year 1, children will have passed their phonics check and are all 
successful decoders – but what next? 





Of the subjects taught in school, reading is the 
first amongst equals – all other subjects rely on it. 

Excellence in any academic subject requires strong 
reading – getting the ‘gist’ of something is not 
enough.
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Reading and thinking 
deeply

In order for children to become strong, fluent readers, they should be able 
to talk deeply about what they’re reading.

What we read shapes how we think.  Read deeply and slowly (loiter with 
the text), think deeply (read lightly, think lightly?)

To infer, children need to understand the vocabulary, predict and 
summarise events. 

Pie Corbett



Developing a fluent reader
Myth 1 – good word reading equals good comprehension. 





Myth 2 – adults modelling of oral reading alone improves fluency

Fluent reading has to be modelled in a metacognitive fashion.
As fluent readers, we need to make our choices clear and explain why 
we’ve made them. 

For example,  



Myth 3 – silent independent reading improves fluency

The only way we can be 100% sure that children are reading, is 
to hear them read aloud.  In class, we monitor:

• How long has the child had their personal reading book?
• Do they seem to making progress through their book?
• Are they turning pages, or simply holding the book?
• Can they tell you about the plot or characters?
• Can they articulate what their favourite part is or what they 

dislike?

It is hoped that oral reading practice leads to improved silent 
reading. 



Myth 3 – silent independent reading improves fluency

In our Reading lessons, we are optimising opportunities for ALL to read. 
• Teacher modelled read
Teacher reads, children listen and enjoy the story. Teacher makes their choices of 
phrasing, pace and expression clear.  This could mean circling which key words we’ll 
stress and why. 

• Shared read
In partners, children read the text to each other.  Adults support listening partner to 
provide feedback when they get stuck.  Then they swap (3 times per partner to build 
accuracy).  

• Choral read
We read the whole text aloud, together with teacher giving feedback on common 
misconceptions – building accuracy. 



Myth 3 – silent independent reading improves fluency

• Echo read
Teacher models a sentence or phrase, children read the same sentence or phrase.

• Choral read (again)
We read the whole text aloud, together again with teacher giving feedback on common 
misconceptions or what has improved – building accuracy. 

Lots of practice leads to improved accuracy and fluency.  

This leads to automatic sight reading, freeing up thinking for understanding and 
thinking deeply.



The Five Plagues
The ‘plagues’ refer to the difficulties faced by developing readers 
tackling challenging texts.  

1. Archaic texts – those that use different words in unfamiliar sequences.

2. Non-linear time sequence – events that jump around in time.

3. Complexity of narrator – when multiple narrators tell the story.

4. Resistant texts – texts where the reader must assemble their own meaning 
using nuances, hints and clues (for example, in poetry).

5. Complexity of story – those that contain sub-plots and interwoven plots. 





Book Spines

A good book spine acts as a window and a mirror.

A window to other worlds but acts as a mirror where children 

can also see themselves (characters like them) reflected in books too.  

Reading at Manland

Our book spine has: 
• Diverse representation
• Relevant social issues
• Big ethical questions
• Moral dilemmas and 
• Joyful literary experiences



Reading at Manland

The DfE has issued guidance on the way phonics is taught 
and the books we stock throughout the school.

Every single book must be appealing, relevant and justified. 

The HSA has helped us to stock many of the classroom book 
corners, but good books are expensive and we will need 
help. 
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To sum up

 We must ensure fluency to maximise thinking deeply (comprehension)

 Fluency = automaticity in word recognition + reading expressiveness

 This happens through guided repetition

 Reading quickly = fake fluency

 It’s not just the words , but the way we read the words

 Good readers read in phrases, weaker readers read word by word
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Good readers read in phrases, weaker readers read word by word.
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Younger readers – choose a picture book

Older readers – a chapter, page, paragraph, group of sentences

 Read to them, 2-3 times

 Read with them, 2-3 times (choral read)

 Child reads to you 2-3 times

 Word play 

Reading at home



“We are teachers who read, and readers who teach”
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